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When it comes
c
to dessigning work
kspace that is
i going to bbe effective ffor a diverse group of
employeee work styles and job fun
nctions, the first converssation has too be about thhe company'ss
culture, according
a
to a trio of Porrtland's leadiing interior ddesigners.
Andrea Bainbridge,
B
, who found
ded her firm
m Bainbridgge in 1983, says her team
m's design
process begins
b
with a discussion about the cllient's internaal culture annd demograpphics to
determin
ne what kind of image theey want to project
p
to theeir customerss. Most CEO
Os and other
executivees have speccific goals in
n mind, and the
t discussioon fleshes ouut strategies for meeting
those objjectives.
"We always go oout to visit thhem," she saays.
"We want to undderstand whaat their curreent
situaation is so wee can see whhat is workinng,
and w
we walk arouund and lookk at how peoople
do thheir work."
Lindda Czopek foounded Czoppek Design
Studi
dio in 1986 an
and says that while comppany
cultuure has alwayys played a rrole, it's becoome
a keyy driver overr the last deccade.
"Theere are so maany ways to do things annd
peopple don't just make arbitrrary decisionns
anym
more," she saays, adding hher firm provvides
conccept packagees consisting of website
imagges from theiir manufactuurer's catalogg to
help clients identtify and exprress opinionns
abouut specific deesign elemennts. A recentt
cliennt wanted an "urban chicc" look, and tthe
conccept packagee showed thee broad specttrum
of opptions withinn that designn style.

COU
URTESY: PE
ETE ECKER
RT - One of
Bainnbridges receent projects included
desiggning office space for Brright.md.

"We have a great conversation because we can hold up images and talk about different material
types and color selections. People have lots of opinions on these things," Czopek says. "The
programming phase includes a lot of questions and discussion, and it's much more refined now
because the clients are more sophisticated and informed when they discuss what they want."
Jennie Fowler, director of interiors for Hacker, says her visioning conversations with clients are
followed by "user group meetings" in which work flow is explored.
"We basically meet with every department within the company and learn everything there is to
know about how they work and, aspirationally, how they want to work," she says. "With each
client, we have a number of departments that work very differently."
Open spaces are better for employees who require more communication and interaction with
others for their work, but other employees need space that is quieter and more private so they can
concentrate without being interrupted by noise, Fowler notes.
Striking a balance
The trio agrees that collaboration is a common theme that arises during their conversations with
clients, and most want workspace that fosters that. However, the open space trend is shifting a
bit.
"Everybody had been getting on this bandwagon of open office spaces, but the distraction level
goes way up. There has to be a balance between private space and collaboration space,"
Bainbridge says. Her firm has been designing more "phone booths" or "huddle rooms," where
employees can meet to have private conversations or a quiet space to work.
"We create zones within the workspace so people know that if they are working in a certain zone
where people are trying to concentrate, they need to take their conversation elsewhere," she says.
Czopek notes that workspaces are shrinking, in part, because of technology and other tools that
reduce the need for larger space. The need for physical filing and storage space has diminished
as more companies have cut down on their use of paper or gone paperless altogether, she says,
adding computers have been the biggest factor in office space evolution.
As workspaces get smaller, the tradeoff is that they promote greater efficiency and often feature
adjustable work surfaces so people can stand instead of sitting all day. And it's essential for
employees to feel a sense of ownership about changes in their workspace, Czopek says.

COURTESY: PETE ECKERT - The newly
redesigned offices at Bright.md shifts away
from the open floorplan trend of recent years
and embraces a combination of open space and
private spaces where employees can meet to
have conversations or a quiet space to work.

"That makes it a lot more palatable for people. We take site visits to look at other workspaces
and showrooms so people can see actual physical examples and they aren't alarmed by the
thought of smaller workspaces," she says.
Conference space is getting smaller as well, with demand growing for meeting space that
accommodates smaller groups of people on a continuous basis throughout the day rather than
occasional large gatherings.
Home away from home
Recreational spaces stocked with ping pong and foosball tables (among other amenities) are an
interior design trend that emerged primarily within the tech sector. Fowler says companies that
have incorporated these spaces are seeking to foster a healthy work environment, improve their
ability to attract and retain employees, and help build camaraderie among team members.
"They get to recreate together, which kind of lightens the mood and allows some bonding to
happen. The theory is that they tend to work better together when they get back to their desks,"
she says.
For other companies, recreation space seems indulgent and more traditional amenities are in
order. Fowler's design work often includes biophilia, or building on people's connection with
nature.
"That can be a challenge when you're doing (tenant improvements) in a high-rise, so we bring in
plants, use nature scenes and replicate natural lighting when it doesn't exist," she says. "We find
that the folks we do that for are really happy with the end product and feel more relaxed at
work."
Bainbridge says that companies seeking more traditional upgrades may not opt for recreational
space, but they do want larger lunch rooms that encourage employees to gather comfortably and
interact during their breaks.
Czopek recalls the bullpens and old-school desks that dominated office space and predated
cubicles when she began her design career. "I love that we moved away from that," she says,
adding acoustics are an ongoing challenge but, overall, workspaces are more flexible and
pleasant for employees. "It makes it really fun because it's not the same old thing anymore."
Melody Finnemore is a contract writer who regularly contributes to the Business Tribune. She
can be reached at: precisionpdx@comcast.net

